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NIACS = Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science 
What is NIACS? Hybrid organization focused on climate, carbon and bioenergy 
projects  
Getting knowledge into practice and action! 
A collaborative approach among federal and non-federal organizations 
 

 
The Northern Institute of Applied Climate Science (NIACS) has been designed as a 
collaborative effort among the Forest Service, universities, and forest industry to 
provide information on managing forests for climate change adaptation, enhanced 
carbon sequestration, and sustainable production of bioenergy and materials. As a 
regional, multi-institutional entity, NIACS builds partnerships, facilitates research, and 
synthesizes information to bridge the gap between carbon and climate science 
research and the information and management needs of land owners and managers, 
policymakers, and members of the public. 
 
Products 
Synthesis products on climate change adaptation, carbon cycle science and 
management, and bioenergy production. 
Seminars, workshops, webinars, and educational materials about climate change 
science, forest response, and management strategies for adaptation, mitigation, and 
carbon cycle science for land managers in the region. 



Enhanced communication and collaboration between land managers, policy-makers, 
and scientists. 
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Many values of forests….this is why we love them, this is why they’re worth the 
struggle and the headache, this is why they’re a public benefit that’s usually 
underappreciated by the mainstream.  
 
Whatever particular values you have for your property, you have an interest in 
maintaining the health and sustainability of that forest for future years and 
generations – this is our role as stewards of the land.  Embrace that role.  
 
And now….climate change is entering the scene.  That’s what I’m here to talk to you 
about today.  But if there’s one take-home message from today, it’s that factoring 
climate change into your forest management decisions is now an ADDITIONAL 
resposibilty for wise land stewardship.  Same Job, New Challenges.  
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Climate change is real and we are already living with the effects.  There is, and always 
will be, uncertainty about the future.  But we know enough now to begin preparing.  
Climate change might not be the biggest threat to our forests, but it’s something that 
we all should stop and consider as we do our jobs and manage our woods.  
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Mood vs. Personality 
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MN FEB 2017 = +12,  6th warmest 
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High point – el nino 1997-1998.   
 
Black = warm 
Red = cold 
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Michigan Feb 2014 = 15th coldest since 1895 
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Warming 6F per century.  Just for the month of Feb.  
The effect is actually stronger for north-central MN – it’s not just urban heat island 
effect.   
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1.4 – annual 
 
2.2 winter 
 
3.0 – winter min 
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Mega-rains = 6 inches of rain fall over an area of 1,000 or more square miles and the 
core of the storm generates at least 8 inches of rain 
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Most areas of the globe were warmer than the long-term average. THIS alone is not 
climate change.  
Have to keep scale in mind – space and time.  
When I tell you that this month was the 29th consecutive february above the 20th-
century average, that is really telling you something.  When I tell you that this month 
was the 348th consecutive month with a global temp above the 20th century average, 
that is really telling you something.  
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4.57 inches of rain on Monday, record-breaking rainfall. Some towns like Dearborn 
reported over 6 inches. Average rainfall for the entire month of august is just 3 inches.  
30-50% of homes and businesses damaged.  
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Deer ticks moving northward 
 
Powassan disease, rocky mtn spotted fever,  
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Get things done 
Work with individuals, organizations, rarely groups of organizations 
Scales 
Never any commitment or threat of on-going networking and collaboration.   
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TNC project: plant climate-adapted species from different seed zones.   
Species that already exist in the area and are projected to do better: WP, BO, RO, Bass 
Do these plantings in areas that have also been managed to increase structural 
complexity – gaps, shelterwood w/ reserves, clearcut w/ reserves.  
Overall = can we improve the “response diversity” of these stands.  
Partners = SNF, UMD, Lake Co. St. Louis Co., WCS & Doris Duke Charitable Foundation  
 
This is the outcome of several conversations and an in-person meeting with project ID 
team on the SNF Tofte and Grand Marais districts.  
PROPOSED MANAGEMENT  
Regenerate paper birch 
Underplant to increase diversity (white pine, white spruce, yellow birch, cedar) 
 
POSSIBLE ADAPTATION ACTIONS 
Choose wetter, north-facing sites 
Prioritize healthier, younger sites 
Increase % of white pine,  decrease % of white spruce 
Plant additional spp (bur oak, red oak, jack pine, red maple) 
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 Jason Bushmaker 

 declining aspen and paper birch, marginal for maple.  Spruce budworm impacts on 
balsam fir, too 

 School trust lands 

 Regenerate birch and aspen, plant white pine and spruce 

 

 Rapid snowmelt = overland flow = erosion = bad for trout .  Steelhead!  

 

 Planting conifers, but also strategically working to reduce erosion potential  
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Ohio buckeye, bur oak, white oak, black cherry, Kentucky coffeetree 

 

Swamp white oak, hackberry 
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